This Graduate Program in Mathematics is a program of PSL Research University and hosted by Université Paris Dauphine - PSL.

Candidates apply simultaneously for their admission in one of our specific master curricula and for a scholarship.

The scholarship consists in a fixed monthly allowance of 650€ plus an additional housing participation allowance (subject to proof of receipts) of maximum 500€. The scholarship is based on a 10-months duration. Registration fees are covered by the scholarship and remain to be paid by the applicant in due time.

This scholarship, based on academic excellence criteria, is open to national and international students having successfully achieved either:
- an undergraduate bachelor in mathematics (if applying for a 1st year master’s degree)
  or
- a 1st year of master program in mathematics (if applying for a 2nd year master’s degree)
  or
- an equivalent diploma (i.e. engineering degree).

The scholarship will cover an academic year and will be maintained for the second year of master’s degree provided the student successfully validates the necessary examinations and after final evaluation by the pedagogical committee.

It is conditional to the student’s effective registration in one of PSL master’s track listed below (see link for details https://psl.eu/en/education/master-s-degree-mathematics-and-applications):
- Master 1 Mathématiques et Applications parcours Mathématiques Approfondies
- Master 1 Mathématiques et Applications parcours Mathématiques Fondamentales
- Master 2 Mathématiques et Applications parcours MATH
- Master 2 Mathématiques et Applications parcours MASH
- Master 2 Mathématiques et Applications parcours MASEF

The laureates will need to proceed with an application in one of the aforementioned track in order to complete their application. Further details will be communicated in due time.

 Interruption of attendance will imply immediate termination of the scholarship payments in accordance with the university’s rules & regulations.

This scholarship cannot be combined with other types of grants (except for mutual programs with French Embassies or French Institutes abroad).

The required documents must be sent to the following address: pg.maths.candidatures2021@dauphine.psl.eu
- Application form to be completed via this link
  https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=3sTngckmMUWwdrcOLXWWbvXLoypfqlAmVPXTOcay39UOFNVVEtUVFYxS0xPTU5SNjA0U1VFUUNINS4u

- Curriculum Vitae
- Detailed cover letter
- Academic transcripts of the undergraduate curriculum and diploma (when relevant)
- Plus academic transcripts of the postgraduate curriculum and diploma (when applying for a master 2 year & if relevant)
- French language proficiency certificate (DELF, DALF, etc.) only for international students applying for a master 1 curriculum).
- Any other document attesting of the student’s academic excellence such as rankings, national or international competition results, etc
- Letter of recommendation: students inform us of the professor’s professional e-mail address with his prior consent and inform him he we will be contacted for the letter before the closing date (see below).

**Closing date for applications:** Tuesday, May 11th at 23:59.

All incomplete applications will be rejected.